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In the colder (10-20K) regions of interstellar medium, the icy surfaces of interstellar grains 
serve as solid state supports for chemical reactions[1][2]. Among the plausible roles of these 
surfaces, that of third body is advocated, in which the formation energy of surface reactions 
can be dissipated among the grain causing the stabilization of the product[3]. This energy 
dissipation process is poorly understood at the atomic scale and it can have a tremendous 
impact on astrochemical surface processes like chemical desorption and diffusion[4][5].  
 
In this work, we studied the formation of NH3 via successive H-addition to atomic nitrogen on 
crystalline and amorphous ice surfaces. We first characterized the potential energy surfaces of 
the hydrogenation reactions and possible competitive processes (i.e., H abstractions) using 
static quantum chemical calculations. Subsequently, the partitioning of the nascent energy 
released by the hydrogenation reactions between the newly formed species and the surface has 
been elucidated by means of ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations. 
 
Results indicate that the H-additions on N are largely favorable reactions at 10 K, being 
barrierless and exhibiting large negative reaction energies, as opposed to the competitive H-
abstractions, which are either endothermic or present high activation energies. AIMD 
simulations show that such favorable nascent energies are, in large part, quickly absorbed by 
the ice surfaces and their dissipation can be accelerated by mechanisms involving an H 
exchange between the surface and the newly formed species (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1: H3O(+) NH2(-) complex formation on an amorphous ice surface. 
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